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This invention relates to machines for use in 
the manufacture of shoes and in some aspects 
more particularly to machines for Shaping up 
perS OVer lasts. The invention is herein shown 
as embodied in a machine for lasting the sides of 
Shoes between their toe and heel-end portions, 
and adapted more particularly for operation 
upon shoes in which the upper in the lasting op 
eration is Secured to the insole by adhesion, but 
it Will be recognized that in many of its novel 
features the invention is not limited to the man 
ufacture of that type of shoe or limited in respect 
to the portion of the shoe upon which the opera 
tion is performed. 
Important features of the invention are to be 

recognized in a novel combination of means for 
conforming an upper tightly to the contour of its 
last and for pulling its marginal portion inwardly 
over an insole on the last without any substantial 
preSSure of the upper against the insole and then 
pressing its marginal portion upon the insole 
While under pulling strain and wiping it inwardly 
OVer the insole. Thus the danger of any slacken 
ing of the upper on its last after the upper-pull 
ing Operation is avoided and in the manufacture 
of a shoe the margin of the upper of which is 
Secured to the insole by adhesion substantial in 
Surance is afforded that the insole Will not be 
Wrinkled or otherwise displaced in the overwiping 
Operation and that the margin of the upper will 
not be pressed into premature adherence to the 
insole. In one important aspect the invention 
provides for thus operating upon the upper along 
the Shank and forepart of the shoe. As herein 
shown the machine is provided with upper-pull 
ing means comprising grippers arranged to oper 
ate at the ball and shank portions of the shoe and 
movable inwardly over the shoe bottom to tighten 
the upper Over its last and to draw its marginal 
portion in Wardly over the insole, overlaying men 
bers or WiperS movable with said grippers and 
arranged to extend along the opposite sides of 
the shoe between its toe and heel-end portions, 
and mechanism for effecting relative movement 
of the wipers and the Shoe heightWise of the shoe 
to press the margin of the upper upon the insole 
after the margin of the upper has been dra Wn 
inwardly over the insole and while the upper is 
held under strain by the grippers, this mechanism 
being arranged thereafter in response to resist 
ance of the shoe to the pressure applied to impart 
to the wipers movements farther inwardly Over 
the insole in wiping engagement with the upper 
while applying progressively increasing preSSure 
to the upper heightWise of the last to force it 

(C. 12-7) 
into firm adherence to the insole. In accordance 
With a further feature the Wipers are preferably 
heated, thus increasing the effectiveneSS of their 
action on the margin of the upper to Smooth it 
free from Wrinkles and to Secure firm adhesion 
of the upper to the in Sole through hastening of 
the setting of the cement. 
In the illustrated machine the Shoe is Supported 

yieldingly botton downward with its bottom face 
located initially a predetermined distance above 
the upper-engaging faces of the WiperS. A pair 
of abutments are provided for engaging the top 
of the heel end and the top of the forepart of the 
Shoe and its last, to Support the shoe against 
preSSure applied on its bottom face, and means 
is provided, herein shown as a slide, for moving 
the shoe-supporting means toward the abutments 
to carry the shoe into engagement with the abut 
ments and then to effect a depression of the shoe 
Supporting means relatively to the slide. The 
WiperS are Supported on the Slide and are connect 
ed to Supporting brackets by parallel links which 
are arranged to impart to the wipers their in 
Ward movements without varying their angular 
relation to the shoe bottom, spring means being 
provided for opposing the in Ward movements of 
the Wipers and for thereafter moving them out 
Wardly. In the construction shown, the grippers 
comprise nowable jaws carried by the wipers and 
arranged to cooperate therewith to grip and pull 
the upper. The movable gripper jaws are located 
opposite each other along the Shank portion of 
the shoe and at the opposite sides of the ball of 
the shoe, and in order that the gripper jaws may 
be moved relatively to the wipers to grip the 
upper before the WiperS begin their inward move 
ments, there is provided, in accordance with a 
further feature of the invention, mechanism op 
erative in response to movement of the Wiper 
Support heightWise of the shoe to impart to the 
gripper ja:WS movements both heightwise and 
laterally of the shoe relatively to the wipers to 
clamp the Opposite side portions of the margin of 
the upper against the Wipers, this mechanism be 
ing operative thereafter to impart to the gripper 
jaWS movements relatively to the Wipers to re 
lease the upper in time relation to the inward 
movements of the Wipers. 
In order to determine the relation between the 

WiperS and the Shoe during the early part of the 
movement of the Wipers and grippers inwardly 
over the insole, there is provided, in accordance 
with another feature of the invention, novel 
means for positioning the Wipers heightWise of 
the shoe relatively to the bottom of the shoe. 
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2 
This means, as herein shown, comprises gaging 
devices which as the wipers are moved heightWise 
of the shoe engage the Wipers and thus cause the 
parallel links to impart to the wipers their inward 
movements against the resistance of said Spring 
means, the movements of the wipers toward the 
shoe being thus limited by the gaging devices 
which are also adjustable heightWise of the shoe 
to determine the distance between the wipers 
and the bottom face of the insole. In order 
that the Spring means Will be effective to in 
part to the wiper's movements heightWise of the 
Shoe to press the margin of the upper upon the 
insole, the machine is also provided with means 
for releasing the WiperS from the gaging devices 
at a predetermined time in the inward movements 
of the wipers and grippers. As illustrated, this 
means comprises a pair of rods carried by the 
above-mentioned slide and arranged to impart 
to the gaging devices in time relation to the in 
Ward movements of the grippers and WiperS 
movements heightWise of the shoe to release the 
Wipers to the action of the Spring means. AS 
the slide continues to move upWardly, the WiperS 
are moved farther inWardly over the insole in Wip 
ing engagement with the upper by the parallel 
links against the increasing resistance of the 
Spring means. In accordance With another fea 
ture, there is provided means for preventing out 
Ward return movement of the Wipers, in the move 
ment of the slide away from the abutments, until 
after the shoe-supporting means has been re 
turned relatively to the slide to its initial posi 
tion, the shoe being thus supported above the 
path of the outwardly moving wipers So as to 
avoid any possibility of displacement of the mar 
gin of the upper by outward drag of the wipers 
thereon. 
The above and other features of the inven 

tion, including various novel details of construc 
tion and combinations of parts, Will now be more 
particularly set forth by reference to the accon 
panying drawings and pointed out in the claims. 
In the drawingS.- 
Fig. 1 is a view in front elevation of the upper 

left-hand portion of a machine in which the pres 
ent invention is embodied; 

Fig. 2 is a section on the line II-II of Fig. 1 
showing the parts in their initial position; 

Fig. 3 is a Section on the line III-III of Fig. 1 
but showing the positions of the parts at the be 
ginning of the upper-pulling operation; 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 with the parts 
shown in the positions which they assume at the 
end of the upper-pulling operation; 

Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 3 showing the 
relation of the parts to the shoe at the completion 
of the overwiping operation; 

Fig. 6 is a section on the line WI-VI of Fig. 1: 
and 

Fig. 7 is a detailed plan view illustrating the 
construction of the Wiper and Wiper holder. 
The invention is illustrated as applied to a 

machine organization which is in many respects 
similar to that illustrated in Letters Patent of 
the United States No. 1,549,243, granted on Au 
gust 11, 1925, on an application filed in the name 
of E. E. Winkley With portions of the machine 
constructed as disclosed in Letters Patent of the 
United States No. 1,951,373, granted March 20, 
1934, upon an application filed in my name, al 
though it is to be understood that the invention 
is not limited to Organizations of that particular 
character. Machines of the type illustrated in 
said Letters Patent are twin machines comprising 
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two sets of mechanisms whereby one shoe is Sub 
jected to pressure Simultaneously With the re 
lease from pressure of another shoe previously 
operated upon. Only one of the two sets of mech 
anisms is herein illustrated or need be referred 
to for an understanding of the present invention. 
As more fully illustrated in the above-mentioned 
Letters Patent No. 1,549,243 the machine is pro 
vided with a pair of vertical rods 20 (Figs. 1 and 
2) which support adjustably near their upper ends 
a cross-head 22. To this croSS-head there are 
adjustably secured a toe post 24 and a heel post 
26 which serve to support the Shoe against up 
Wardly directed pressure applied on its bottom 
face. The toe post 24 has a rubber-covered roll 
28 thereon for engaging the shoe or last on the 
top of the forepart and the heel post is pro 
vided with a plate 30 arranged to engage the top 
face of the heel-end portion of the last, the plate 
30 being mounted on a block 32 pivotally con 
nected at 34 to the heel post and arranged to be 
swung about its pivot by an adjustable Screw 36 
against the action of a flat Spring 38 to adjust 
the plate 30 so that it will bear evenly on the top 
face of the last, as more fully disclosed in my 
copending application referred to above. 
Mounted on the rods 20 is a slide 40 to Which 

upward and downward movements are imparted 
through a link 42 connected at 44 to the Slide 
and operated by mechanism not herein shown in 
detail since it is fully disclosed in the Letters 
Patent No. 1,549,243 above mentioned. The slide 
40 supports a box 46 provided with a pair of trun 
nions one of which is indicated at 48 in Fig. 1 
mounted in bearings on the slide So that the b0X 
may tip about an axis extending laterally of the 
shoe, the box being held normally in a predeter 
mined position, determined by a Spring-pressed 
plunger 50 carried by the box and engaging the 
slide, by a spring 52 connecting the Slide and the 
bOX. 

Vertically movable in the box 46 is a casting 
54 supported by four springs 55 which are yield 
able in response to resistance of the shoe to the 
pressure applied. Mounted in guideways on the 
casting 54 for movements in directions width 
Wise of the shoe is a slide 58 which is adjust 
able along its guideway by a screw 60 held against 
lengthwise movement by a lug 62 fast. On the cast 
ing. Mounted in guideways on the slide 58 for 
movements in directions lengthwise of the shoe 
is a slide 64 which is adjustable along the guide 
ways by a screw 66 held against lengthwise move 
ment relatively to the slide 64 by a plate 68 fast 
on the slide 64, the screw being threaded in a 
lug 70 on the slide 58 and having a hand wheel 
2 thereon for turning it. The slide 64 serves 

as a Support for four brackets two of which are 
located opposite each other near the toe end 
of the shoe and the other two of Which are locat 
ed opposite each other near the heel end of the 
shoe. The brackets 74 near the toe end of the 
shoe are mounted in guideways on the slide 64 
for movements laterally of the shoe and are ad 
justable toward or from each other by a shaft 
76 having right and left-hand threads thereon 
engaging lugs on the brackets and a hand-wheel 
78 secured to its outer end for turning it, the 
shaft 76 being held against lengthwise move 
ment relatively to the slide 64 by spaced projec 
tions 80 on the slide engaging shoulders 82 on 
the shaft. The bracketS 84 (Fig. 6) at the heel 
end of the shoe are pivotally connected to the 
slide 64 by shouldered studs 86. The brackets 74, 
84 have connected thereto respectively by par 
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allel links 88, 90 angularly shaped holders 92, 94 
and each pair of holders 92, 94 serve to support 
One of a pair of ironing members or wipers 96, 
98. The Wipers 96, 98 extend along the opposite 
sides of the shoe (Fig. 1), and are shaped both 
heightwise and widthwise of the shoe to conform 
Substantially to the curvatures of the opposite 
edges of the shoe bottom. The wipers 96, 98 are 
positioned on the holders 94 by dowel pins (0 
which extend upWardly into recesses formed in 
the wipers, and on the holders 92 by pins (2 
extending upwardly into lengthwise slots 84 
formed in the wipers, the wipers being provided 
also with convex projections C6 (Fig. 7), ar 
ranged to engage complementally shaped recesses 
f8 formed in the holders 92. It Will be seen that 
rotation of the hand wheel 78 moves the brackets 
74 toward or from each other and that this move 
ment of the brackets 4 through the wipers 96, 98 
causes the brackets 84 to Swing about their pivotal 
connections to the slide 64. The portions of the 
wipers near the toe end of the shoe are thus 
moved greater distances toward or from each 
other than the portions of the Wipers near the 
shank of the shoe. Since variations in widths 
of shoes of different sizes are greater at the 
forepart than at the shank of the shoe, the Wip 
ers 96, 98 may accordingly be adjusted to take 
care of a number of shoes of different sizes, al 
though for Wide variations in sizes, as Well as for 
Variations in styles, differently formed Wiper's Will 
be Substituted. 
One of each pair of parallel links Supporting 

the holders 92, 94, on the brackets 74, 84, name 
ly, the link 88, has an extension 9 to the outer 
end of which is pivotally connected a rod 2. 
Mounted on each rod 2 is a bushing 4 which 
is held against a shoulder 6 on the rod by a 
compression spring 8 surrounding the rod and 
engaging at its lower end a washer 20 supported 
by a nut 22 threaded on the rod, Fig. 2. Sur 
rounding the bushing 4 and bearing at its lower 
end against a flange 24 on the bushing and at its 
upper end against a flange 26 formed on a Sec 
ond bushing 28 slidably mounted on the rod 

2, above the shoulder 6, is a compression 
spring 30 which is of less capacity than the 
spring 8. Each bracket 74, 84, has a laterally 
extending forked arm f32 which partially Sur 
rounds the bushing 28 and is provided With re 
cesses 34 arranged to receive trunnions 36 on 
the bushing 28, the construction being such that 
the Springs 3 maintain the holders 92, 94, ini 
tially in upraised positions (Fig. 2), in which 
their outer side faces are against the upwardly 
extending portions of the brackets 4, 84. It 
Will be seen that when the parallel links 88, 99 are 
swung about their pivots, by means hereinafter 
described, to in part inward movements to the 
Wipers 96, 98, the springs 30 are compressed un 
til the bushings f4 engage the bushings 28, after 
which continued Swinging of the links 88, 99 acts 
to compress the stronger Springs 8. 

In the illustrated machine the shoe is sup 
ported initially bottom downward by a member 
38 which, as shown in FigS. 1 and 3, engages 
the heel-seat portion of the shoe, and a member 
40 arranged to engage the bottom face of the 

insole Substantially midway between the oppo 
site sides of the shoe just rearwardly of the toe 
end of the shoe as shown in FigS. 1 and 2. The 
member 38 is mounted for sliding movementS in 
directions heightWise of the shoe in a guideway 
formed in an upwardly extending arm 42 of a 
standard 44 secured to the casting 54. The arm 

3 
42 is provided with a shoulder 46 and project 
ing from the shoulder is a pin 38 which acts to 
centralize a compression spring 59 with a re 
cess 52 formed in the member 38. The spring 
50 bears at its lower end against the shoulder 
f46 and at its upper end against the member 38 
at the upper end of the recess 52. A projection 
54 on the arm 42 is arranged to engage a stop 
56 on the member 38 and to limit the upward 
movement of the member 38 under the action 
of the Spring 59. The forepart supporting mem 
ber 40 is slidably mounted for movements in 
directions heightwise of the shoe in a guideway 
formed in a Standard f58 secured to the slide 64 
(Fig.S. 1 and 2) and is upheld with a projec 
tion 60 on the member 40 engaging a stop 62 
on the standard by a compression Spring 64 
which bears at its lower end against the side 64 
and at its upper end against the member 49 at 
the upper end of a recess 66 formed in the men 
ber. The stops 56, 62 are so located that when 
the parts are in the positions shown in Figs. 1. 
and 2 the shoe is supported by the members 38, 
f40 with its bottom face a predetermined dis 
tance above the upper-engaging faces of the wip 
ers 96, 98. In the upward movement of the slide 
40, the shoe and last are carried into engagement 
with the members 28 and 3) by the supporting 
members f38 and f4 after which as the slide 
continues its upward movement the Springs 5 
and 64 are compressed, thus effecting a depres 
Sion of the supporting members 38 and 49 re 
atively to the slide. 
In order to hold the shoe on the supporting 

members 38, 49 and to determine the proper lat 
eral position of the heel-end portion of the shoe, 
the illustrated machine is provided with gages 68, 
One of which is shown in Fig. 1, located opposite 
each other at the heel end. The gages 68 are 
Substantially the same as similar mechanism 
Shown and described in my copending applica 
tion Serial No. 481,919 mentioned above, each gage 
Connprising an arm ) (Fig. 1), mounted on a 
block 72 for swinging movements laterally of 
the shoe and having a leather cover 4 thereon 
to contact with the shoe. The arms to are inter 
connected to SWing in unison and are adjustable 
toward or from each other by a shaft 6 hav 
ing right and left threads in engagement with 
blocks 80 that are swiveled on the outer ends of 
the respective arms, the shaft having a knurled 
head 82 thereon for turning it. The supporting 
block 2 is pivoted at 84 on the standard 44 to 
permit the arms 70 to be swung out of operative 
position to facilitate removal of the wipers 96, 
98. A spring f86 connected to one of the arms 
| and to the standard 44 holds the arms nor 
mally in operative position, the arrangement of 
the Spring in relation to the axis 84 being such 
that it will also maintain the arms in inoperative 
position when they are swung to that position. 
The machine is provided with means for main 

taining the Wipers 96, 98 in a heated condition. 
For this purpose there is mounted in a recess in 
each end of each Wiper 96, 98, an electrical heat 
ing unit 88. From each heating unit 88 elec 
trical conductorS 98 lead to any convenient 
Source of electrical energy for heating it. 
When the operator places the shoe on the sup 

porting members 38, 89, the shoe is held against 
lateral tipping movements on these supports by 
the gages 68 which act also properly to position 
the heel end of the shoe laterally of the wipers. 
It is contemplated that the complementally 
shaped wipers 96, 98, will afford a sufficiently 
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4 
definite indication of the lengthwise position of 
the shoe and that the operator, by SWinging the 
toe end of the shoe, will locate the forepart in 
proper lateral position on the Support 40. AS 
the slide 40 moves upwardly the shoe and last are 
carried by the supports 38, 40 into engagement 
with the members 28, 30, and Substantially at the 
time of such engagement upward movement of 
the wipers 96, 98 is limited by means which is ar 
ranged to determine the distance between the 
bottom face of the insole and the Wipers as they 
begin their inward movements. By reference to 
Figs. 3, 4 and 5, it will be seen that each wiper 96, 
98 has secured to it a bracket 92 which is ar 
ranged to engage, as the slide 40 moves upwardly, 
an abutment piece or stop 94 secured to a gaging 
member 96 which is slidably mounted on the rod 
20. The gaging member f96 is supported on the 
rod by an adjustable collar 98 which is Secured 
to the rod by a set screw 200. A heavy compres 
sion spring 202 surrounding the rod 20 and bear 
ing at its lower end against the member 96 and 
at its upper end against the croSS-head 22 acts to 
hold the member against its supporting collar 98. 
The stops f$4 act to limit upward movement of 
the wipers 96, 98 by engagement with the brackets 
92 secured to the wipers so that, as the slide 40 
continues to move upwardly, the parallel links 
88, 90 are swung about their pivotal connections 
to the brackets 74, 84, thereby imparting in Ward 
movements to the wipers. By adjusting the posi 
tions of the collars 98 on rods 2) the heightWise 
positions of the gaging members 96 may be 
varied to vary the time in the upward move 
ment of the slide 40 when the wipers 96, 98 begin 
their inward movements, the members 96 being 
preferably so. adjusted that the beginning of the 
inward movement of the Wipers takes place Sub 
stantially at the time when the shoe and last are 
moved into engagement with the members 28, 30. 
It will be understood that the in Ward movement 
of the wipers occurs against the resistance of the 
light compression Springs f30 until the bushings 
f4 engage the bushings f28, after which the com 

paratively heavy compression Springs 8 are 
compressed as more particularly hereinafter ev 
plained. It will be seen also that as the WiperS 
move toward each other they are guided in their 
inward movements by the stops 94 against which 
the brackets 92 are held by the springs 30, the 
compression springs 202 being of sufficient ca 
pacity to prevent upward movement of the gaging 
members 96 at this time. By reference to Fig. 3 
it will be evident that the wipers at the beginning 
of their inward movements are located somewhat 
below the botton face of the insole and that as 
they move inwardly they act to bend the margin 
of the upper inWardly over the botton of the shoe 
Without pressing it against the insole. This pre 
vents danger of displacement of the insole and 
insures also against premature adherence of the 
upper to the insole. The heightwise positions of 
the WiperS at the beginning of their inward move 
ments relatively to the bottom face of the insole 
may be varied by vertical adjustment of the col 
larS 98 on the rod. 2). 
In order that the margin of the upper will be 

pressed into firm adherence to the insole, the ma 
chine is provided with means for moving the 
stops 94 out of engagement with the brackets 
92 at a predetermined time in the cycle, so as 

to render the stops ineffective thereafter to limit 
the upward movements of the Wipers. For this 
purpose the slide 40 has secured to it blocks 206 
provided with recesses into which extend the lower 
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end portions of rods 208 which extend upwardly 
in parallel relation to the rods 20. The rods 208 
are pinned to the blocks 206 and pass through 
apertures in the collars 98 and into recesses 20 
formed in the gaging members 96. Each gaging 
member 96 carries an adjustable Set Screw 22 
which acts to close the upper end of the receSS 
20 and to serve as an adjustable Stop, the Con 
struction being such that, as the rods 208 move 
upwardly with the slide 40, they engage the stops 
212 and impart upward movements to the gaging 
members 96, against the resistance of the Springs 
202, to release the wipers 96, 98. When the Wipers 
are released by the gaging members they are car 
ried farther upwardly to press the margin of the 
upper against the insole. When the pressure is 
thus applied to the shoe by the wipers the resist 
ance of the shoe to continued upward movement 
of the wipers causes a further swinging movement 
to be imparted to the parallel links 88, 9), So that 
the wipers are forced farther inwardly toward 
each other with a wiping action on the margin 
of the upper. The screws 22 are so adjusted that 
upward movements are imparted to the gaging 
members 96 substantially at the time when the 
bushings 4 engage the bushings 28 So that con 
tinued swinging movements of the parallel links 
88, 90, occur against the increasing resistance of 
the springs 8 which act through the wipers to 
press the margin of the upper firmly into adhering 
relation to the insole. 
The illustrated machine is further provided 

with means for conforming the shoe upper closely 
and tightly to the contour of the sides of the Shank 
portion of the last and for also conforming it 
tightly to the contour of the forepart of the last 
at the rear of the toe portion before pressing its 
marginal portion into adhering relation to the 
insole along the forepart and Shank portions of 
the shoe. As shown, this means comprises grip 
pers for gripping the opposite side portions of the 
margin of the upper at the shank portion of the 
shoe and at the opposite sides of the forepart of 
the shoe, said grippers being movable with the 
wipers inwardly over the shoe bottom to tighten 
the upper over the last and to draw its marginal 
portion inwardly over the insole. Pivotally con 
nected at 24 to each bracket f 92 (Figs. 3, 4 and 
5) are a plurality of levers 26, to which there 
are pivotally connected at 28 gripper jaws 220. 
The gripper jaws 220, herein illustrated as six in 
number, three at each side of the shoe, are spaced 
apart lengthwise of the shoe from the ball of the 
shoe rearwardly along its shank portion, the jaWS 
at each side being directly opposite corresponding : 
jaws at the other side. Each gripper jaw 220 has 
pivotally connected to its lower end a rod 222 
which extends through an enlarged opening 
formed in a downwardly extending arm. 224 of a 
bell crank lever 226 also pivoted at 214 to the 
bracket 92. Each lever 224 has a laterally ex 
tending arm 228 carrying a roll 230 arranged to 
engage the bottom face of a steel plate 232 secured 
to the gaging member 96. Surrounding each rod 
222 is a compression spring 234 which bears at one 
end against a shoulder 236 on the rod and at the 
other end against a Washer 238 provided with a 
concave face for engaging a convex projection 240 
on the inner side face of the arm 224. A nut and 
lock nut 242, threaded on the end of the rod, are 
arranged to hold a washer 244 in engagement 
with the opposite side face of the arm. 224 when 
the parts are in their idle positions (Fig. 2). 
When the machine is initially at rest the spring 
234 is under no compression, the parts 2 f6, 220 
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and 226 accordingly tending to swing as a unit 
about the axis 24 in a direction to hold the roll 
230 in engagement with the plate 232. As the 
slide 40, however, moves upward relatively to the 
gaging members 96, before the members 92 en 
gage the members 94, the levers 2:6 and 226 are 
SWung in a direction to impart heightwise move 
ment to the gripper jaw 22 relatively to the 
Wipers 96, 98, the Spring 234 acting at this time 
Substantially as a Solid member. Each lever 26 
has an adjustable stop, illustrated as a screw 246, 
Which is arranged to engage the bottom face of 
the Wiper to limit upward Swinging movement of 
the lever. Preferably, the stops 246 are so ad 
justed that Only Sufficient upward Swinging move 
ment Will be imparted to each lever 26 to carry 
its associated gripper jaw 220 upwardly into po 
sition to move relatively to the wiper to clamp 
the marginal portion of the upper against the 
inner Side face of the Wiper without moving the 
gripper jaw above the upper-engaging face of the 
Wiper. Thereafter, as the levers 226 continue to 
SWing in the same directions the gripper jaws 220 
are first swung toward the wipers about their 
pivotal connections 28 to the levers 26 to press 
the marginal portion of the upper against the 
inner side faces of the wipers, after which the 
Springs 234 are compressed to cause the gripper 
jaWS to clamp the margin of the upper hard 
against the Wipers, the construction being Such 
that sufficient Swinging movements are imparted 
to the levers 226 to accomplish this before the 
brackets 92 are moved into engagement with the 
stops 94. As the Wipers 96, 98 thereafter are 
moved to Ward each other from the positions 
shown in Fig. 3 to the positions shown in Fig. 4 
by the swinging of the parallel links 88, 90, the 
upper is dra Wn tightly over the forepart and 
shank portions of the last by the inwardly moving 
gripper jaws cooperating with the wipers, the 
rolls 230 moving inwardly in engagement with 
the plates. 232. It will be evident that as the 
wipers and grippers thus move inwardly to pull 
the upper, the Springs 234 through which the 
grippers are operated to clamp the upper Will per 
mit the upper to slip between the grippers and the 
Wipers. 

Substantially at the time when the wipers 96, 
98 are moved upwardly to press the margin of 
the upper against the insole an abutment piece 
248 (Figs. 1, 2 and 4) secured to the slide 64 is 
arranged to be engaged by downwardly extend 
ing arms 25e carried by the levers 216 as these 
levers are carried in Wardly with the wipers. As 
the wipers and grippers move inwardly from the 
positions shown in Fig. 4 to the positions shown 
in Fig. 5 the levers 26 are swung by the mem 
ber 248 about their pivots 24 in directions to 
move the gripper jaws 220 downwardly out of 
engagement with the margin of the upper. 
reference to Figs. 4 and 5 it will be seen that the 
downwardly extending arms 250 engage the abut 
ment piece 248 substantially at the time when 
the rods 208 engage the adjustable screws 22 
carried by the gaging members 96. As the gag 
ing members 96 move upWardly the springs 30 
act to force the Wipers 94, 96 upwardly to press 
the margin of the upper against the insole. Since 
the levers 26, 226 move upwardly with the wipers 
there is no lowering of the gripper jaws 220 to 
release the margin of the upper until it has been 
pressed into adhering relation to the insole and 
the Wipers have begun their inWard movements 
to wipe and press the margin of the upper in 
wardly over the insole in response to resistance 

By 
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of the shoe to the pressure applied. The upper 
is thus held under pulling strain by the wipers 
and gripper jaws until its marginal portion has 
been pressed into adherence to the insole after 
which the levers 2A6 are swung about their pivots 
by the abutment 238 to lower the gripper jaws. 
By reference to Figs. 3, 4 and 5 it will be seen 
that the inner side faces of the wipers 96, 98, 
against which the upper engaging faces of the 
gripper ja:WS are held by the Springs 234, are in 
Clined down Wardly and outwardly so that as the 
gripper jaws are lowered from positions shown in 
Fig. 4 to the positions shown in Fig. 5 their upper 
ends are SWung a Way from each other to pre 
went interference between them as the Wipers 
move in Wardly to Wipe and press the margin of 
the upper for its entire width upon the insole. 

In Order to avoid any possibility of displace 
ment of the marginal portion of the upper from 
its proper relation to the insole in the return of 
the WiperS to their starting positions there is pro 
Vided means for preventing movement of the 
WiperS 96, 98 outwardly away from each other 
until after the Supporting members 38 and 40 
have been returned to their initial shoe-support 
ing positions by the SpringS 5 and 64. This 
means comprises a latch 252 mounted adjacent 
to each pair of Opposite holders 92 and 94 and 
arranged to engage projections 254 on the two 
holders when the parts are in the positions that 
they aSSume at the end of the wiping operation 
and thus to prevent the holders from being re 
turned to their starting positions by the parallel 
links 88, 9, and the springs 8, 30, until after 
the slide 49 and the parts supported thereby have 
been moved downwardly far enough to permit 
the Springs 48, 64 to move the members f38, 
f40 upwardly to cause the projections 54, 60 on 
the members 38, 4 to engage the stops 56, 
62 on the standards 44, 58. Each latch 252 

is fast on a rockshaft 256 (FigS. 1 and 2) Sup 
ported in bearings on the end of the slide 64. 
Each rockshaft 256 has Secured to it an in Wardly 
extending arm. 258 and pivotally connected to 
the inner end of each arm is a rod 26 extending 
upward loosely through an Opening in a laterally 
extending projection 262 formed on the gaging 
member 96. A nut 264 on the upper end of the 
rod is arranged to cooperate with the projection 
262 to hold the latch 252 in an idle position when 
the slide 40 and the parts supported thereon are 
in their lowest positions. As the slide 40 moves 
upwardly the rods 269 move relatively to the pro 
jections 262 until a compression spring 266 Sur 
rounding each rod engages the projection 262 
after which, as the slide 40 continues to move 
upwardly, the springs 266 are compressed to 
swing the latches 252 into positions to catch on 
the projections 254 as Soon as the holders 92 and 
94 are lowered far enough relatively to the brack 
ets 4, 84 to carry these projections below the 
latches. In the UpWard movements of the Slide 
4 and the rods 26 a Sufficient movement of con 
pression is imparted to the springs 266 to hold the 
latches 252 in positions to engage the projections 
25 is until the Slide. A has been lowered far enough 
to carry the wipers away from the shoe bottom 
and to permit the springs 48, 64 to return the 
Supporting members 38, 40 to their initial po 
sitions. Thereafter in the lowering of the slide 
40 the nuts 26A engage the projections 262 and 
Swing the latches 252 outwardly to release the 
holders, whereupon the latter are returned to 
their starting positions by the springs f8, 30. 
At this time the shoe is supported by the mem 
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bers 38, 40 so that the wipers move in their ap 
pointed paths without contacting With the Over 
lasted margin of the upper, thus avoiding any 
danger of displacement of the upper by the Out 
Ward movements of the wipers. 
In the operation of the machine, briefly Sum 

marized, after Wiper's 96, 98, Suitable for the 
Style and size of shoe to be operated upon, have 
been mounted on the brackets 74, 84 and have 
been heated to the desired temperature, and after 
proper adjustments of the brackets 74, 84 and the 
gages 68 have been made, the operator places 
a shoe bottom downward upon that pair of Sup 
porting members 38, 40, which is in its lower 
Imost position. While the invention is not lim 
ited to the particular use illustrated, the shoe 
herein shown is of that type in which the mar 
ginal portion of the upper is Secured in lasted 
position along the forepart and Shank portions 
of the shoe by an adhesive and in which an out 
Sole is thereafter cemented to the lasted margin 
of the upper. In accordance with the illus 
trated practice, the toe and heel ends of the shoe 
are lasted before the side lasting operation is 
performed, although it will be understood that 
So far as the present invention is concerned its 
utility is not dependent upon one or both of 
these toe and heel lasting operations having 
been performed before the shoe is presented to 
the machine. 
After placing a shoe in position to be oper 

ated upon, as above described, the operator 
Starts the power operation of the machine, 
whereupon the slide 48 at that side of the ma 
chine where the shoe is placed, is elevated, and 
the slide at the other side is lowered. As the 
slide 4) is elevated the levers 26, 226 are swung 
by reason of the engagement of the rolls 230 with 
the stationary plates 232 as hereinbefore de 
Scribed, in directions to move the gripper jaws 
220 upwardly until the adjustable stops 246, car 
ried by the levers 26, engage the bottom faces 
of the wipers 96, 98, each screw 246 being in 
dependently adjustable to limit upward move 
ment of its associated gripper jaw. Thereafter, 
as the levers 226 continue to Swing in the same 
directions the springs 234 are operated to move 
the gripper jaws toward the wipers and to clamp 
the Opposite side portions of the margin of the 
upper against the inner side faces of the wipers. 
Substantially at this time in the upward move 
ment of the slide 40 the shoe is stopped by the 
abutment members 28, 30 and the brackets 92 
Secured to the Wipers engage the stops 94 on the 
gaging members 96. Thereafter as the Slide 40 
continues its upWard movement, the shoe-Sup 
porting members 38, 40 are depressed against 
the resistance of their springs f48, 64 and the 
holders 92 and 94 are moved toward each other 
by the SWinging of the parallel links 88, 90, about 
their pivotal connections to the brackets 74, 84. 
The WiperS and grippers are thus moved in 
Wardly and in this movement impart a pull to 
the upper to COInform it tightly to the contour 
of the Shank portion of the last and also to con 
form it tightly to the curvatures of the last at 
the top and sides of the forepart. It Will be 
understood that during the inward movement of 
the wipers and grippers to pull the upper slip 
ping of the upper relatively to the wipers. and 
grippers will occur if the resistance to such 
movement resulting from the gripping pressure 
of the WiperS and grippers on the upper is over 
come by the force of the pull applied. Such in 
ward movement of the wipers and grippers occurs 
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only against the resistance of the light springs 
30 which act to hold the brackets 92 in en 
gagement With the stops 94. The stops f94 are 
adjusted to position the wipers at this time with 
their upper-engaging faces located below the 
bottom face of the insole so that, as the wipers 
move inwardly, they do not press the marginal 
portion of the upper upon the insole. At a pre 
determined time in the inward movements of the 
Wipers and grippers and preferably at the time 
When they have Substantially completed their 
upper-pulling movements the upwardly moving 
rods 208 engage the stops 22 and elevate the 
gaging members 96 to move the stops f 94 out of 
engagement with the brackets 92, and Substan 
tially at the same time the downwardly extends 
ing arms 250 of the levers 26 engage the abut 
ment piece 248 on the slide 64. The springs 30 
then act to move the wipers upwardly to press 
the margin of the upper against the insole after 
which, as the slide 49 continues to move up 
Wardly, further Swinging movements are im 
parted to the parallel links 88, 90, to move the 
wipers farther inwardly over the insole in wiping 
and pressing engagement with the upper, the 
levers 26 being also swung about their axes 2 4 
to lower the gripper jaws and thus to insure re 
lease of the upper by the grippers as the wipers 
CGntinue their inWard movements. Just after 
the wipers are forced up by the springs f30 to 
press the margin of the upper upon the insole 
the bushings 4 on the rods if 2 engage the 
bushings 28. The springs 8 are accordingly 
compressed during the latter part of the wiping 
action and therefore subject the upper to in 
Creasing pressure at that time. The marginal 
portion of the upper is thus firmly pressed 
against the insole as it is wiped inwardly by the 
heated wipers 96, 98, which act also to iron out 
any Surface irregularities in the upper. 
The machine comes automatically to a stop 

With the shoe under pressure and while the shoe 
is held under pressure the operator presents a 
Shoe to the other half of the machine. The shoe 
Will be permitted to remain under pressure long 
enough to render the heat effective on the cement 
SO that When the shoe is released from pressure 
the cement will have set firmly enough to main 
tain the upper securely in lasted position. When 
the machine is again started the latches 252 hold 
the wipers against outward return movements, 
in the downward movement of the slide 40, until 
the springs f48, 64 have returned the supporting 
members 38, 40 to their initial positions. There 
after, the latches 252 release the holders 92 
to the action of the Springs 8, 30, the wipers 
being thus returned to their starting position 
Without contacting with the overlasted margin 
of the upper or in any case without any substan 
tial pressure on the upper. 

Having described my invention, what I claim 
as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent of 
the United States is: 

1. In a lasting machine, lasting means con 
structed and arranged to grip the marginal por 
tion of an upper at the opposite side of a last 
and movable to pull the upper inwardly over an 
insole on the last at the opposite sides of the shoe 
bottom. Simultaneously in such spaced relation 
to the shoe bottom as to avoid any substantial 
preSSure of the upper against the bottom face 
of the insole, mechanism for effecting relative 
movement of the shoe and said lasting means 
heightWise of the shoe to cause said means to press 
the upper upon the bottom face of the insole after 
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thus pulling it inwardly over the insole and while 
the upper is held under pulling strain, and mecha 
nism for thereafter moving said lasting means 
farther inwardly over the insole in wiping and 
pressing engagement with the marginal portion 
of the upper. 

2. In a lasting machine, wipers arranged to op 
erate respectively at the opposite sides of a shoe 
betWeen its toe and heel-end portions, members 
arranged to grip the marginal portion of the up 
per against said Wipers, means for moving said 
wipers and gripping members to pull the upper 
inwardly over an insole in such spaced relation 
to the insole as to avoid any Substantial pressure 
of the upper against the bottom face of the insole, 
means to cause said Wipers to press the upper upon 
the bottom face of the insole after the upper has 
thus been pulled in Wardly and While it is held 
under pulling strain, and means for thereafter 
moving said wipers farther inwardly over the 
insole in pressing and wiping engagement with 
the upper. 

3. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of upper-pulling means 
movable inwardly over the bottom of a shoe for 
tightening the upper over its last and for draw 
ing its marginal portion inwardly Over an insole 
on the last, overlaying means movable With said 
upper-pulling means, and mechanism for effect 
ing relative movement of the overlaying means 
and the shoe heightwise of the shoe to press the 
margin of the upper upon the insole after the 
margin of the upper has been drawn inwardly over 
the insole and While the upper is held under strain 
by said upper-pulling means, Said mechanism 
being constructed and arranged thereafter to im 
part to the overlaying means a movement far 
ther inwardly over the insole in Wiping engage 
ment with the upper. 

4. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of upper-pulling means 
movable inwardly over the bottom of a shoe for 
tightening the upper over its last and for draw 
ing its marginal portion in Wardly over an insole 
on the last, overlaying means movable with said 
upper-pulling means, and mechanism for effect 
ing relative movement of the overlaying means 
and the shoe heightWise of the Shoe to preSS 
the margin of the upper upon the insole after 
the margin of the upper has been drawn inwardly 
over the insole and While the upper is held under 
strain by said upper-pulling means, Said mecha 
nism being constructed and arranged thereafter 
to impart to the overlaying means a movement 
farther inWardly over the insole in wiping engage 
ment With the upper in response to resistance 
of the shoe to the pressure applied. 

5. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of upper-pulling means 
movable inwardly over the bottom of a shoe for 
tightening the upper over its last and for drawing 
its marginal portion inwardly Over an insole 
on the last, overlaying means movable with said 
upper-pulling means, a gaging device arranged 
for engagement with said overlaying means to 
determine the distance between the Overlaying 
means and the bottom of the shoe as the upper 
pulling means is moved inwardly over the insole 
to pull the upper and for thereafter releasing 
the overlaying means, and mechanism for effect 
ing relative movement of the Overlaying means 
and the shoe heightwise of the shoe to press the 
inwardly disposed margin of the upper upon the 
insole after the overlaying means has been re 
leased by said gaging devices, said mechanism be 

ing constructed and arranged thereafter to im 
part to the Overlaying means a further move 
ment inwardly over the insole in wiping engage 
ment with the upper. 

6. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of upper-gripping means 
nowable in Wardly over the bottom of a shoe for 
tightening the upper over its last and for drawing 
its marginal portion in Wardly over an insole on 
the last, overlaying means movable with said 
upper-gripping means, a gaging device arranged 
by engagement with said overlaying means to 
determine the distance between the overlaying 
means and the bottom of the shoe as the upper 
gripping means is moved inwardly over the insole 
to pull the upper and for thereafter releasing the 
Overlaying means, and mechanism for effecting 
relative movement of the overlaying means and 
the shoe heightwise of the shoe to press the in 
Wardly disposed margin of the upper upon the 
insole after the overlaying means has been re 
leased by said gaging device, said mechanism be 
ing constructed and arranged thereafter to im 
part to the overlaying means a further movement 
inWardly over the insole in wiping engagement 
With the upper in response to pressure of the shoe 
On the Overlaying means. w 

7. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of grippers movable in 
Wardly over the bottom of a shoe for tightening 
the upper over its last and for drawing the mar 
ginal portion of the upper inwardly over an in 
Sole on the last, overlaying means movable with 
Said grippers, a gaging device arranged by en 
gagement. With Said overlaying means to deter 
mine the distance between the overlaying means 
and the bottom of the shoe as the grippers are 
moved inwardly over the shoe bottom to pull the 
upper and for thereafter releasing the overlaying 
means, mechanism for effecting relative move 
ment of the Overlaying means and the shoe 
heightWise of the shoe to press the margin of the 
upper upon the insole after the overlaying means 
has been released by said gaging device and for 
thereafter imparting to said overlaying means a 
further movement in Wardly over the insole in 
Wiping engagement with the upper, and mecha 
nism for operating the grippers to release, the 
upper in the course of Such further inward move 
ment of the overlaying means. 

8. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-position ng means, of upper-gripping means 
movable in Wardly Over the bottom of a shoe to 
tighten the upper over its last and to draw its 
marginal portion in Wardly over an insole on the 
last, over Wiping means movable with said upper 
gripping means, a gaging device arranged by 
engagement with said overwiping means to deter 
mine the distance between the overwiping means 
and the bottom of the shoe as the upper-gripping 
means is noved inwardly over the shoe bottom to 
pull the upper, means for releasing the overwiping 
means from Said gaging device at a predetermined 
time in the in Ward movement of the upper-grip 
ping means, and mechanism for effecting relative 
movement of the overwiping means and the shoe 
heightWise of the shoe to press the inwardly dis 
posed margin of the upper upon the insole after 
the overwiping means has been released by said 
gaging device, said mechanism being constructed 
and arranged thereafter to impart to the Over 
wiping means a further movement inwardly over 
the shoe bottom in wiping engagement With the 
upper while applying progressively increasing 
pressure to the upper heightwise of the shoe. 
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9. In a lasting machine, the combination with 

shoe-positioning means, of gripperS movable in 
Wardly over the botton of a shoe to tighten the 
shoe upper over its last and to draw its marginal 
portion inwardly over an insole on the last, Over 
wiping means movable with said grippers, a gag 
ing device arranged by engagement With said 
overwiping means to determine the position of 
the overwiping means heightwise of the shoe as 
the grippers are moved inwardly to pull the 
upper, means for releasing the overWiping means 
from said gaging device in time relation to the 
inward movement of the grippers, mechanism for 
effecting relative movement of the OverWiping 
means and the shoe heightwise of the shoe to 
press the margin of the upper upon the insole 
after the overwiping means has been released by 
said gaging device, said mechanism being con 
structed and arranged thereafter to impart to the 
overwiping means a further movement in Wardly 
over the insole in wiping engagement with the 
upper, and mechanism operative in response to 
such inward movement for Operating the grippers 
to release the upper. 

10. In a machine for lasting shoes in which the 
margin of the upper is Secured to an in Sole by an 
adhesive, the combination with shoe-positioning 
means, of opposite side-lasting mechanisms com 
prising grippers spaced lengthwise of a shoe be 
tween the ball of the shoe and its heel-end portion 
and movable heightwise of the shoe into positions 
to grip the opposite side portions of the margin 
of the upper and laterally of the shoe to tighten 
the upper over its last and to draw its marginal 
portion inwardly over the insole, wipers arranged 
to extend lengthwise of the shoe between its toe 
and heel-end portions and shaped to conform Sub 
stantially to the desired contour of the bottom of 
the shoe, said wipers being movable laterally of 
the shoe with the grippers, and mechanism auto 
matically operative at a predetermined time in 
the movement of the grippers laterally of the Shoe 
for effecting relative movement of the Wipers and 
the shoe heightwise of the shoe to press the mar 
gin of the upper into adhering relation to the in 
sole, said mechanism being constructed and ar 
ranged thereafter to impart to the wiperS a fur 
ther movement inwardly over the insole in Wiping 
engagement with the upper while applying pro 
gressively increasing pressure to the upper height 
Wise of the shoe to force it into firm adherence 
to the insole. 

11. In a machine for lasting shoes in which 
the margin of the upper is Secured to an insole 
by an adhesive, the combination with shoe-po 
sitioning means, of heated wipers bodily mov 
able heightWise of a shoe to preSS the margin 
of the upper into adhering relation with the in 
sole and laterally of the shoe in Wiping engage 
ment With the imargin of the upper while apply 
ing heat to hasten the Setting of the adhesive, 
and grippers innovable with said Wipers for con 
forming the upper tightly to the curvatures of 
the shank portion of the last and for holding 
it under strain until after the margin of the 
upper has been pressed against the insole by 
said WiperS. 

12. In a machine for lasting Shoes in which 
the margin of the upper is Secured to an insole 
by an adhesive, the combination with shoe-posi 
tioning means, of heated Wipers arranged to ex 
tend lengthwise of a shoe between its toe and 
heel-end portions and bodily movable heightwise 
of the shoe to press the margin of the upper 
along the shank and forepart of the shoe into 
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adhering relation to the insole and laterally of 
the shoe in wiping engagement with the margin 
of the upper While applying heat to hasten the 
Setting of the adhesive, and grippers nowable 
With said wipers for conforming the upper tight 
ly to the curvatures of the shank portion of its 
last and for holding it under strain until after 
the margin of the upper has been pressed against 
the insole by said wipers. 

13. In a lasting machine, the combination 
with shoe-positioning means, of grippers at op 
posite sides of a shoe movable into positions to 
grip the opposite side portions of the margin of 
the upper and then to tighten the upper over 
its last and to draw its margin inwardly over an 
insole on the last, wipers movable with the grip 
pers in Wardly over the insole, mechanism for ef 
fecting relative movement of the wipers and the 
shoe heightwise of the shoe to press the margin 
of the upper upon the insole after the grippers 
have applied an in Ward pull to the upper, said 
mechanism being constructed and arranged 
thereafter to impart to the wipers a further 
movement in Wardly over the insole in wiping en 
gagement With the upper, and means for heating 
Said Wipers. 

14. In a lasting machine, the combination 
With shoe-positioning means, of grippers at op 
posite sides of a shoe movable both heightwise 
and laterally of the shoe to grip the opposite side 
portions of the margin of the upper and movable 
to tension the upper over its last and to draw 
itS marginal portion inwardly over the insole, 
Wipers movable inwardly over the insole with the 
grippers, and means for moving the wipers rela 
tively to the shoe heightwise of the shoe to press 
the margin of the upper upon the insole after 
the gripperS have applied an inward pull to the 
upper, Said means being constructed and ar 
ranged to impart to the wipers movements in 
Wardly over the insole in wiping engagement 
with the upper in response to pressure of the 
Shoe on the wiperS. 

15. In a lasting machine, the combination 
with shoe-positioning means, of grippers at op 
posite sides of a shoe movable heightwise of the 
shoe into positions to grip the opposite side por 
tions of the margin of the upper and laterally 
of the Shoe to tighten the upper over its last 
and to draw its margin inwardly over an insole : 
on the last, wipers movable inwardly over the 
insole With Said grippers, and mechanism for ef 
fecting relative movement of the wipers and the 
shoe heightwise of the shoe to press the margin 
of the upper upon the insole after the grippers t 
have applied an inward pull to the upper, said 
mechanism being constructed and arranged 
thereafter to impart to the wipers further move 
ment inwardly over the insole in wiping engage 
ment with the upper while applying progressive- ( 
ly increasing pressure to the upper heightwise 
of the shoe. 

16. In a machine for lasting shoes in which the 
margin of the upper is Secured to an insole by an 
adhesive, the combination with shoe-positioning 
means, of grippers at opposite sides of a shoe 
movable heightwise of the shoe into positions to 
grip the opposite side portions of the margin of 
the upper and laterally of the shoe to tension 
the upper Over its last and to draw its marginal 7 
portion in Wardly over the insole, heated wipers 
movable in Wardly over the insole with the grip 
pers, gaging devices arranged to act on said wip 
ers to determine the distance between the wip 
erS and the bottom face of the insole in the up- 7 
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per-pulling movements of the grippers and 
thereafter to release the wipers, and means ef 
fective after the wipers have been released from 
the gaging devices to impart to said wipers 
movements relatively to the shoe to wipe the 
margin of the upper inwardly over the insole 
While applying pressure to the upper heightwise 
of the last to force it into firm adherence to the 
insole and applying heat to hasten the setting 
of the adhesive. 

17. In a lasting machine, the combination 
With shoe-positioning means, of a gripper for 
gripping the marginal portion of an upper, said 
gripper being movable inwardly over the bottom 
Of the Shoe to tension the upper over its last 
and to draw its marginal portion inwardly over 
an insole on the last, a wiper movable with said 
gripper, a gaging member arranged to act on 
said Wiper to determine the plane of its inward 
In Ovement relatively to the bottom of the shoe 
in the pulling of the upper and thereafter to ren 
lease the Wiper, mechanism effective after the 
Wiper has been released from Said gaging neim 
ber to impart to Said Wiper movement height 
Wise of the shoe to press the margin of the upper 
upon the insole and thereafter a further nove 
ment in Wardly over the insole in Wiping engage 
ment with the upper in response to resistance 
Of the shoe to the pressure applied, and auto 
natic means for Operating the gripper to release 
the upper in such further inward movement of 
the Wiper. 

i8, in a lasting machine, the combination. With 
shoe-positioning neans, of gripperS at opposite 
sides of a shoe movable laterally of the shoe to 
tighten the upper over its last and to draw its 
marginal portion inwardly over an insole on the 
last, Wiper's movable With the grippers, gaging 
devices arranged to act on said Wipers to deter 
nine the positions of the Wipers heightWise of 
the shoe relatively to the plane of the shoe bot 
ton during the upper-pulling movements of the 
grippers and thereafter to release the Wipers, and 
mechanism effective after the Wipers have been 
released from Said gaging devices to impart to the 
Wip3rS movements heightWise of the shoe to press 
the margin of the upper upon the in Sole, said 
mechanism being arranged to impart to the Wipers 
rovements farther inwardly over the insole in 
wiping engagement with the upper in response 
to resistance of the shoe to the pressure applied. 

19. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
means for Supporting a shoe bottom downward, of 
grippers for gripping the opposite side portions 
of the margin of the upper, said grippers being 
nowable laterally of the shoe to tighten the upper 
over its last and to draw its margin inwardly 
over air insole on the last, Wipers movable over 
the insole With said grippers, and means for 
in parting to the Wipers upper-pressing move 
inents heightWise of the shoe and further inward 
wiping movements while applying progressively 
increasing pressure to the upper after, the grip 
pers have applied an in Ward pull to the upper. 

20. In a lasting nachine, a combination with 
means for Supporting a shoe botton downward, 
of grippers movable to pull the upper inwardly 
over an insole, WiperS movable in Wardly over the 
insole with the grippers and also movable up 
Wardly to press the Inaginal portion of the upper 
upon the insole, and gaging devices constructed 
and arranged to limit upWard movement of the 
wipers while permitting them to move inwardly 
and for releasing them for further upward move 

ment after the grippers have applied an inward 
pull to the upper. 
2. In a lasting machine, the combination with 

means for Supporting a shoe bottom downward, 
of grippers for gripping the upper at opposite 5 
Sides of the shoe and novable laterally of the 
Shoe to tighten the upper over its last and to 
draw its margin in Wardly over an insole on the 
last, WiperS for laying the marginal portion of 
the upper inwardiy over the insole, means for 10 
isioWing the WiperS heightWise of the shoe to press 
the margin of the upper upon the insole and for 
aSO 110Wing them in Wardly over the insole in 
Wiping engagement with the upper, and means 
airanged to cooperate With Said last-named means 5 
to determine tile heightWise positions of the 
WiperS relatively to the bottom of the shoe until 
after the gripperS have applied an inward pull 
to the upper. 

22. In a lasting machine, the combination with 20 
riaeans for Supporting a shoe bottom downward, 
of grippers for gripping the opposite side por 
tions of the margin of the upper and movable 
laterally of the shoe to tighten the upper over 
its last and to draw its marginal portion inwardly 25 
OVer an in Sole on the last, wipers for wiping the 
Inarginal portion of the upper inwardly over the 
in Sole and for pressing it upon the insole, means 
for imparting to the wipers movement heightWise 
of the shoe to press the upper upon the insole 30 
and for also moving them inwardly over the in 
Sole in Wiping engagement with the upper, and 
means for limiting Such movement of the Wipers 
heightWise of the shoe after the beginning of the 
movement and for releasing them only after the 35 
gripperS have applied an inward pull to the upper. 

23. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
means for Supporting a shoe bottom downward, 
of gripperS for gripping the opposite side portions 
of the margin of the upper and movable laterally 40 
of the shoe to pull the upper over its last and 
to draw its marginal portion inwardly over an 
insole On the last, wipers for wiping the margin 
of the upper inWardly over the insole and for 
pressing it up against the insole, means for mov-45 
ing the Wipers upward to press the margin of 
the upper upon the insole and for also moving 
them in Wardly in wiping engagement with the 
margin of the upper, gaging devices arranged to 
act on Said Wipers to determine their positions 50 
heightWise of the shoe relatively to the bottom 
face of the insole, and means for releasing the 
Wipers from the gaging devices to permit them 
to be moved farther upward after the grippers 
have applied an inward pull to the upper. 55 

24. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
means for Supporting a shoe bottom downward, 
of grippers for gripping the opposite side portions 
of the margin of the upper and movable laterally 
of the shoe to pull the upper over its last and to 60 
draw its marginal portion inwardly over an insole 
On the last, Wipers for wiping the margin of the 
upper at the opposite sides of the shoe inwardly 
over the insole and for pressing it up against the 65 
insole, Wiper-operating means for imparting to 
the Wipers upward movements to press the upper 
upon the insole and for also moving them in 
Wardly Over the insole in wiping engagement 
With the margin of the upper, gaging devices 70 
arranged to act on Said Wipers to determine the 
distance between the Wipers and the bottom face 
of the insole, and means controlled by said wiper 
operating means for releasing the wipers from 
Said gaging devices to permit them to be moved 75 
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farther upwardly in time relation to the inward 
movements of the grippers. 
25. In a lasting machine, the combination with 

means for Supporting a shoe bottom down Ward, 
of grippers for gripping and pulling the upper 
over its last and for drawing its marginal portion 
inwardly over an insole on the last, wipers for 
wiping the margin of the upper inwardly over the 
insole and for pressing it up against the in Sole, 
Wiper-operating means for imparting to said 
Wipers movements heightWise of the Shoe and 
for also moving them inwardly over the shoe bot 
tom, gaging members adjustable heightwise of 
the shoe and arranged to act on Said WiperS to 
determine the distance between the wipers and 
the bottom face of the insole, and means for re 
leasing the wipers from Said gaging meinbers to 
permit them to be moved farther upWardly at 
a predetermined time in the inward movement 
Of the gripperS. 

26. In a lasting machine, the combination. With 
means for supporting a shoe bottom downward, 
of grippers movable both heightWise and laterally 
of the shoe to grip and pull the upper over its 
last and to draw itS marginal portion in Wardly 
over an insole on the last, Wipers for Wiping the 
margin of the upper inwardly over the insole, 
wiper-operating means for moving the wipers 
heightwise of the Shoe to preSS the margin of the 
upper upon the insole and for also moving them 
inwardly over the insole, gaging members for 
limiting the movements of the wipers heightwise 
of the shoe and for determining the plane of their 
inward movements relatively to the bottom of the 
shoe, and means controlled by said wiper-operat 
ing means for imparting to said gaging members 
at a predetermined time in the inward movements 
of the grippers a movement heightwise of the 
shoe to permit the wipers to complete their in 
Ward movements closer to the plane of the Shoe 
botton. 

27. In a machine for shaping uppers over lastS, 
the combination with shoe-supporting means, of 
overlaying means movable inwardly over the 
bottom of a shoe to lay the margin of the upper 
Over an insole, a gaging device arranged by en 
gagement With said overlaying means to deter 
mine its position heightwise of the shoe relatively 
to the plane of the shoe bottom, means for mov 
ing the overlaying means heightwise of the shoe 
to press the margin of the upper upon the insole, 
and means for releasing Said overlaying means 
from said gaging device to permit Such movement. 

28. In a lasting machine, Wipers nowable bodily 
widthwise of a shoe to Wipe the marginal por 
tion of the upper inwardly over the shoe bottom 
at the opposite sides of the shoe simultaneously, 
means for moving said WiperS Substantially as far 
inwardly as the edge of the upper in wiping en 
gagement with the upper, means for heating said 
wipers, and members arranged to clamp the mar 
ginal portion of the upper against said Wipers 
for applying an in Ward pull to the upper as the 
wipers receive their inward movements. 

29. In a lasting machine, Wipers of Substantially 
rigid material arranged to engage the marginal 
portion of an upper at the Opposite Sides of a 
shoe and movable bodily widthwise of the shoe to 
wipe the upper inWardly over the shoe bottom at 
the opposite sides Simultaneously, means for heat 
ing said wipers, and means movable with said 
wipers for clamping the marginal portion of the 
upper against the Wipers and for applying an in 
Ward pull to the upper during a portion only of 
the inward wiping movements of the wipers. 
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30. In a lasting machine, wipers movable bodily 

Widthwise of a shoe to wipe the marginal portion 
of the upper inwardly over the shoe bottom at the 
opposite sides of the shoe simultaneously, mem 
bel's arranged to clamp the marginal portion of 
the upper against Said WiperS and movable with 
the Wipers to apply to the upper an in Ward pull 
over the shoe bottom, and automatic means for 
operating Said members to camp the upper before 
the Wipei'S begin their in Ward movements and for 
thereafter releasing then from the upper at a 
predetermined time prior to the completion of the 
inward movements of the wipers. 

31. In a lasting machine, WiperS movable bodily 
Width Wise of a shoe to Wipe the marginal portion 
of the upper inwardly over the shoe bottom at 
the Opposite sides of the shoe simultaneously, 
members arranged to clamp the marginal por 
tion of the upper against said wipers for applying 
an in Ward pull to the upper as the WiperS receive : 
their inWard movements, and mechanism for 
InOWing said members first heightWise of the Shoe 
toward the shoe bottom and then OutWardly to 
Ward the Wipers to clamp the upper against the 
WiperS. 

32. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
Shoe-positioning means, of wipers for wiping the 
marginal portion of the upper at the opposite 
Sides of a shoe in Wardly over the shoe bottom, 
a. Wiper Support mounted for movement to carry : 
the Wipers in a direction heightwise of the shoe 
before they begin their wiping movements, mem 
bers arranged to clamp the marginal portion of 
the upper against the wipers for applying an in 
Ward pull to the upper in the inward movements : 
of the Wipers, and mechanism arranged to be op 
erated by Said movement of the Wiper Support to 
move Said members into upper-clamping posi 
tions, 

33. In a lasting machine, the combination with a 
shoe-positioning means, of wipers for wiping the 
marginal portion of the upper at the opposite sides 
of a shoe inwardly over the shoe bottom, a wiper 
Support mounted for novement to carry the 
WiperS in a direction heightwise of the shoe before & 
they begin their wiping rricvements, members ar 
ranged to clamp the marginal portion of the upper 
against the wipers for applying an inward pull 
to the upper in the inward (novements of the 
WiperS, and mechanism arranged to be operated 
by Said movement of the Wiper Support to move 
Said members first heightwise of the shoe toward 
the shoe botton and then outwardly toward the 
Wipei's to clamp the upper against the wipers. 

34. In a lasting machine, wipers movable width 
Wise of a shoe to wipe the marginal portion of the 
upper at the opposite sides of the shoe inwardly 
over the shoe bottom, members arranged to clamp 
the marginal portion of the upper against said 
wipers with said marginal portion extending 
heightwise of the shoe, said members being mov 
able with the wipers to apply an inward pull to 
the upper as the wipers receive their inward move 
InentS, and automatic means for moving said 
members relatively to the wipers heightwise of the ( 
shoe away from the shoe botton at a predeter 
mined time in the inward movements of the 
WiperS. 

35. In a lasting machine, wiper's movable width 
Wise of a shoe to wipe the marginal portion of the 
upper at the opposite sides of the shoe inwardly 
Over the shoe bottom, members arranged to clamp 
the marginal portion of the upper against said 
wipers With Said marginal portion extending 
heightwise of the shoe, said members being mov 
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able with the wipers to apply an inward pull to 
the upper as the wipers receive their inward move 
ments, and mechanism operative in response to 
the in Ward movements of the wipers to move said 
members relatively to the wipers heightWise of the 
Shoe away from the shoe bottom. 

36. In a lasting machine, wipers movable width 
Wise of a shoe to wipe the marginal portion of 
the upper at the opposite sides of the shoe inward 
ly over the shoe bottom, members arranged to 
clamp the marginal portion of the upper against 
Said Wipers with said marginal portion extending 
heightWise of the shoe, said members being now 
able With the wipers to apply an inward pull to 
the upper as the wipers receive their inward 
movements, bell crank levers controling said 
members, and relatively stationary means ar 
ranged to act. On Said bell Crank levers to move 
Said, meinbers in directions heightWise of the shoe 
away from the shoe bottom at a predetermined 
time in the inward movements of the wipers. 

37. In a lasting machine, wiperS movable bodily 
widthwise of a shoe to wipe the marginal portion 
of the upper inWardly over an insole at the Op 
posite sides of the shoe Simultaneously, men 
bers movable with Said Wiper's for applying to the 
upper an in Ward pull over the in Sole as the upper 
is wiped inwardly over the wipers, and auto 
matic means to cause the wipers to operate with a 
Substantial amount of clearance between the in 
and the insole until the upper has been Subjected 
to such an inward pull and thereafter to operate 
with less clearance between them and the insole 
in their further inWard movementS. 

38. In a lasting machine, wipers movable bodily 
widthwise of a shoe to wipe the marginal portion 
of the upper' inwardly over an insole at the Oppo 
site sides of the shoe simultaneously, members 
arranged to clamp the marginal portion of the 
upper against said wipers and movable with the 
wipers for applying to the upper an inward pull 
over the insole as the upper is wiped inwardly by 
the wipers, and automatic means to cause the 
Wipers in their initial inward movements to Op 
erate with a substantial amount of clearance be 
tween them and the insole and thereafter to Oper 
ate With less clearance between then and the 
insole on their further inward movements. 

39. In a lasting machine, wipers movable bodily 
widthwise of a shoe to wipe the marginal portion 
of the upper at the opposite sides of the shoe in 
wardly over the shoe bottom, wiper-Supporting 
means movable heightwise of the shoe, mecha 
nism carried by said wiper-supporting means for 
moving the Wipers inwardly widthwise of the shoe 
in response to resistance to their movements 
heightWise of the shoe, and controlling means ar 
ranged to resist said last-named movements of 
the wipers to render said mechanism operative to 
move them inwardly, said controlling means being 
so positioned as to cause the wipers to Operate 
initially with a substantial amount of clearance 
between them and the shoe botton and being 
thereafter displaceable to permit the WiperS to 
operate in closer relation to the shoe bottom in 
their further inward movementS. 

40. In a lasting machine, wiperS movable bod 
ily widthwise of a shoe to wipe the marginal por 
tion of the upper at the opposite Sides of the shoe 
inwardly over the shoe bottom, wiper-Supporting 
means movable heightWise of the shoe, mechanism 
carried by said wiper-Supporting means for mov 
ing the wipers inwardly widthwise of the shoe in 
response to resistance to their movements height 
wise of the shoe, controlling means afranged to 

resist Said last-named movements of the wipers 
to render said mechanism operative to move them 
inwardly, Said controlling means being so posi 
tioned as to cause the wipers to operate initially 
With a Substantial amount of clearance between 5 
them and the shoe bottom and being thereafter 
displaceable to permit the Wipers to approach 
the shoe bottom, and spring means for forcing the 
Wipers toward the shoe botton when Said control 
ling means is thus displaced. 0 

41. In a lasting machine, wiperS movable Gd 
ily widthwise of a shoe to wipe the marginal 
portion of the upper at the opposite sides of the 
shoe inwardly over the shoe bottom, wiper-Sup 
porting means movable heightwise of the shoe, li5 
mechanism carried by said Wiper-supporting 
neains for moving the wiper's in Wardly widthwise 
of the shoe in response to resistance to their 
movements heightWise of the shoe, controlling 
means arranged to resist said last-narned move- 20 
ments of the Wipers to render Said inechanisia 
operative to move then inwardly, said contio 
ling means being so positioned as to cause the 
Wipers to operate initially With a Substantia, 
amount of clearance between them and the shoe 25 
bottorn, mechanism ai'ranged to be operated by 
movement of Said Wiper-Supporting means to dis 
place said controlling means fron its normal po 
sition and thus to permit the wipers to approach 
closer to the shoe bottom, and spring means for 30 
forcing the wipers toward the shoe bottonia when 
Said controlling means is thus displaced. 

42. In a lasting inachine, Wipers nowable bod 
ily Widthwise of a shoe to wipe the marginal por 
tion of the upper at the opposite sides of the 35 
shoe inwardly over the shoe bottom, wiper-Sup 
porting means movable heightWise of the Sinoe, 
SWinging links carried by Said Wipe-Supporting 
means for noving the Wipei's in Wardly Width 
wise of the shoe in response to resistance to their 40 
movements heightWise of the shoe, Spring means 
arranged to be subjected to stress by the Swing 
ing of said links, controlling means arranged to 
resist movements of the wiper's heightwise of the 
shoe and thus to render said links operative to 45 
nove them inwardly, and means for displacing 
said controlling means from its normal position 
after a predetermined amount of inward move. 
ment of the wipers to permit them to be forced 
into closer relation to the shoe bottom by said 50 
Spring means. 

43. In a machine for shaping uppers over lasts, 
the combination with shoe-positioning ineans, of 
a Wiper movable in Wardly over the botton of a 
shoe to lay the margin of the upper over an in 
Sole, a gaging member arranged to act on said 
Wiper to determine the distance agtween the 
Wiper and the bottom face of the insole and to 
prevent the wiper from increasing its pressure 
On the margin of the upper, means for moving the 60 
Wiper heightWise of the shoe to press the inargin 
of the upper upon the insole, and mechanisin coin 
trolled by Said last-named means for noving the 
gaging member relatively to the wiper to permit 
Such pressing movement. 65 

44. In a machine for Shaping uppers Over lastS, 
the combination with shoe-positioning means, of 
Wipers arranged to extend lengthwise of a shoe 
between its toe and heel-end portions and shaped 
to conform substantially to the curvatures of the 70 
opposite side edges of an insole, gaging devices 
arranged to act on Said Wipers to determine their 
positions heightwise of the shoe relatively to tie 
bottom face of the insole, Operating means for 
moving said wipers heightwise of the shoe into 75 
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tie positions determined by Said gaging devices 
and for thereafter moving theim in Wardly Over 
the insole, and means for releasing the WiperS 
from said gaging devices at a predetermined time 
in the inward moveinent of the WiperS to perianit 
said operating means to move the wiperS farth’r 
heightwise of the shoe to press the margin of the 
is per upon the in Sole. 
45. In a inachine for shaping upperS Over lastS, 

the combination with shoe-positioning means, of 
wipers arranged to extend lengthwise of a shoe 
between its toe and heel-end portions and shaped 
to confc.m. Substantially to the curvatures of the 
opiosii:3 side edges of an insole, gaging inenbers 

inged to act on said wipers to determine their 
positions heightwise of the shoe relatively to the 
bottom face of the insole, means for moving Said 
wipers heightwise of the shoe into the positions 
deterisaited by said gaging members and for 
thereafter moving them inwardly over the in 
Sole including Spirings arranged to be tensioned 
is time inward movements of the wiperS and tend 
iing to nove them heightWise of the Sinoe, and 
means for operating the gaging members to re 
lease the Wipers to the action of Said SpringS at 
a predetermined time in the inward Irovement 
Of the WiperS. 

46. In a nachine for Shaping upperS over la StS, 
tie coibination with shoe-positioning means, of 
Wipairs arranged to extend lengthwise of a shoe 
between its toe and heel-end portions for laying 
the marginal portion of the upper along the fore 
part and Shank portions of the shoe in Wardly 
over an insole, gaging devices arranged to act. On 
said wipers to determine the positions of the 
Wiper's heightwise of the shoe relatively to the 
}otton face of the in Soie during a portion of 
their inward movements and for releasing them 
in title relation to their inWard InovenentS, and 
nechanism for noving the WiperS heightWise Of 
he shoe into the positions determined by said 
gaging devices and for also moving them in 
Wardly over the in Sole, said mechanisian being con 
Structed and arranged to impart to the Wipers 
ific veinents farther inWardly Over the isole in 
Wiping engagement with the upper and to novic 
then also toward the in Sole after the Wipers ave 
een released by the gaging devices. 
47. In a machine for shaping uppers over 

lasts, the combination with shoe-positioning 
lineais, of WiperS arranged to extend lengthWise 
of a shoe between its toe and heel-end portions 
and shaped to conform. Substantially to the curv 
atullies of the Opposite side edges of an insole, 
gaging memb21's arranged to act on said wipers 
to determine their positions heightwise of the 
shoe relatively to the bottom face of the insole, 
:38 anS for InCWing Said Wipers heightWise of the 
Siloe into the positions determined by said gaging 
Izenbers and for thereafter noving then in 
Wardly Over the insole, Spring means against the 
resistance of Which the Wipers are thus movable 
inwardly over the insole, Said Spring means tend 
ing to nove the wipers heightWise of the shoe, 
and means for in parting to Said gaging members 
at a predetermined tine in the inward nove 
ment of the Wipers movements in a direction 
heightwise of the shoe to permit Said Spring 
eans to force the WiperS farther to Ward the 

insole to apply increased preSSure to the margin 
Ci the upper. 

48. In a lasting machine, the combination 
with shoe-positioning means, Of WiperS at Oppo 
site sides of a shoe for laying the marginal pOr 
tion of the upper inWardly over an insole, Said 
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wipers being mounted for positioning movements 
heightwise of the shoe, grippers movable with 
said wipers inwardly over the insole for ten 
Sioning the upper over its last and for drawing 
its marginal portion over the insole, and mecha 
nism for operating the grippers to grip the Oppo 
site side portions of the margin of the upper 
in response to movement of the wipers height 
wise of the shoe. 

49. In a lasting machine, the combination 
with shoe-positioning means, of Wipers at Oppo 
site sides of a shoe for laying the marginal pOr 
tion of the upper inwardly over an insole, Said 
wipers being mounted for positioning movements 
heightwise of the shoe, grippers movable With 
said wipers inwardly over the insole for tension 
ing the upper over its last and for drawing its 
marginal portion over the insole, and mechanism 
for operating the grippers to grip the opposite 
side portions of the margin of the upper in re 
Sponse to movement of the wipers heightwise of 
the shoe and for thereafter releasing then from 
the upper at a predetermined time in the in 
ward movement of the wigers. 

50. In a lasting machine, the combination 
With Since-positioning means, of Wiper's at Oppo 
Site sides of a shoe for laying the marginal pOr 
tion of the upper inWardly over an insole, Said 
Wipers being notinted also for positioning nove 
ments heightWise of the shoe, gripper jaws 
movable with said wipers and arranged to co 
operate therewith to tighten the upper Over its 
last and to draw its marginal portion in Wardly 
Over the insole, and mechanism operative in re 
Sponse to relative movement of the Wipers and 
the ShoelheightWise of the shoe to inpart to said 
gripper jaws movements heightWise of the shoe 
and thereafter movements laterally of the shoe 
to clamp the opposite Side portions of the mar 
gin of the upper against the wipers before the 
Wigers begin their inward movements. 

5i. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of wipers at opposite 
Sides of a shoe for laying the marginal portion of 
the upper inWardly over an insole, said wipers 
being mounted for positioning movements 

O 
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heightWise of the shoe, gripper jaws movable rel 
atively to the wipers in the course of their po 
Sitioning novements for clamping the opposite 
Side portions of the upper against the wipers, i. 
Said gripper jaws being movable thereafter with 
the Wipei's to tighten the upper over its last and 
to draw its margin inwardly over the insole, and 
mechanism Operative in response to inward 
movements of the wipers for moving the gripper 5: 
ja:WS relatively to the wipers to release the upper. 

52. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of wipers at opposite 
Sides of a Shoe for laying the marginal portion 
of the upper inWardly over an insole, said wipers 
being mounted for positioning movements 
heightwise of the shoe, gripper jaws movable 
With Said Wipers and arranged to cooperate 
thereWith to tighten the upper over its last and 
to draw its marginal portion inwardly over the 
insole, mechanism Operative in response to 
movement of the Wipers heightwise of the shoe 
to impart to said gripper jaws movements 
heightwise of the shoe relatively to the Wipers 
and thereafter movements laterally of the shoe 
relatively to the wipers to clamp the opposite 
side portions of the margin of the upper against 
the Wipers before the Wipers begin their inward 
movement, and neans for operating said mecha 

6 

nism to lower the gripper jaws to release the 7: 
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upper at a predetermined time in the inward 
movements of the Wipers. 

53. In a lasting machine, lasting devices for 
use at opposite sides of a shoe comprising WiperS 
arranged to extend along the shank and the 
forepart of the shoe and movable laterally of 
the shoe to wipe the marginal portion of the 
upper inwardly over an insole and gripperS air 
ranged to grip the opposite side portions of the 
margin of the upper between the ball of the shoe 
and its heel-end portion and movable With the 
wipers to conform the upper tightly to the Con 
tour of the shank portion of its last and also to 
conform it, tightly to the curvatures of the last 
at the top and sides of the forepart, Said grip 
pers being arranged to release the upper at a 
predetermined time in the inward movements of 
the wipers, gaging devices arranged by engage 
ment With said wipers to determine the distance 
between the bottom face of the insole and the 
wipers during the upper-pulling movements of 
the grippers and for thereafter releasing the 
wipers, and means for effecting relative nove 
ment of the WiperS and the shoe heightWise of 
the shoe to press the margin of the upper against 
the insole after the wipers have been released 
by said gaging devices and before the upper is 
released by the grippers. 

54. In a lasting machine, lasting devices for 
Use at opposite sides of a last for tensioning an 
upper over the last and for wiping and pressing 
its marginal portion inwardly over an insole On 
the last, comprising wipers arranged to extend 
along the sides of the last between its toe and 
heel-end portions and shaped to conforn. Sub 
stantially to the curvatures of the opposite side 
edges of the insole and gripper jaws carried by 
said Wipers, nechanism for moving the WiperS 
and the gripper jaws heightwise of the shoe and 
for also moving them inwardly over the insole, 
and mechanism operative in response to Such 
heightWise moverent for moving the gripper 
jaws relatively to the wipers to grip the Opposite 
side portions of the margin of the upper, said 
last-named mechanism being constructed and 
arranged thereafter to impart to the gripper ja:WS 
movements relatively to the wipers to release 
the upper in time relation to the inward move 
ninents of the WiperS. 

55. In a lasting machine, lasting devices for use 
at opposite sides of a shoe for tensioning the 
upper over its last and for wiping and pressing 
its marginal portion inwardly over an insole on 
the last, comprising wipers arranged to extend 
lengthwise of the shoe between its toe and heel 
end portions and shaped to conform substan 
tially to the desired curvatures of the bottom of 
the shoe and gripper jaws carried by said Wipers 
and spaced lengthwise thereof along the shank 
portion of the shoe and at the opposite sides of 
the ball of the shoe, mechanism for noving Said 
wipo's heightwise of the shoe and for also moving 
them inwardly over the insole including Springs 
for yieldingly opposing the inward movements 
of the wipers, gaging devices arranged by engage 
ment with said wipers to determine their posi 
tions heightwise of the shoe relatively to the bot 
tom of the shoe and for releasing them to the 
action of said springs at a predetermined time in 
their inward movements, and mechanism opera 
tive in response to movement of the Wipers 
heightWise of the shoe for moving the gripper 
jaws relatively to the wipers to clamp the oppo 
site side portions of the margin of the upper 
against the wipers, said mechanism being ar 
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ranged to impart to the gripper jaws movements 
relatively to the wipers to release the upper after 
the wipers have been released by Said gaging de 
WCeS. 

56. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of WiperS at opposite Sides 
of a shoe nowable in Wardly over the Shoe bot 
ton for laying the marginal portion of the upper 
inwardly over an insole along the forepart and 
Shank portions of the shoe, Said Wipers being 
imounted also for positioning movements height 
Wise of the sinoe, gripper jaws movable with Said 
Wipei's and arranged to cooperate thereWith to 
tightein the upper over its last and to draw its 
in arginal portioia inwardly over the insole, mech 
anisin operative in response to relative nove 
Jient of the wipers and the shoe heightWise of 
the shoe to move Said gripper jaws relatively to 
the Wipers to clamp the opposite side portions of 
the margin of the upper against the Wipers, Said 
mechanism being arranged thereafter to move 
the gripper jaws relatively to the wipers to re 
lease the upper in time relation to the inward 
novements of the WiperS. 

57. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of Wipers at opposite 
sides of a shoe for laying the marginal portion 
of the upper inwardly over an insole along the 
forepart and shank portions of the shoe, said 
wipers being mounted for positioning movements 
heightWise of the shoe, gripper jaws movable in 
Wardly over the insole with said wipers for ten 
Sioning the upper over its last and for drawing 
its marginal portion. Over the insole, and mech 
anism for SWinging Said gripper jaws about dif 
ferent axes to move then heightWise and lateral 
ly of the shoe respectively into positions to clamp 
the opposite side portions of the margin of the 
upper against the wipers before the wipers begin 
their inWard noVenents. 

58. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of WiperS at Opposite 
sides of a shoe for laying the marginal portion 
of the upper inWardly over an insole along the 
forepart and shank portions of the shoe, said 
Wipers being mounted for positioning novements 
heightWise of the shoe, gripper jaws movable in 
Wardly over the insole With Said WiperS for ten 
signing the upper over its last and for drawing 
its marginal portion over the insole, mechanism 
for SWinging the gripper jaws relatively to the 
Wipers heightwise and laterally of the shoe to 
clamp the opposite side portions of the margin 
of the upper against the wipers before the wipers 
begin their inward movements, and adjustable 
means for limiting the Swinging movements of 
the gripper jaws heightWise of the shoe. 

59. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of WiperS at opposite 
sides of a shoe for laying the marginal portion 
of the upper inWardly over an insole along the 
forepart and shank portions of the shoe, said 
wipers being mounted for positioning movements 
heightWise of the shoe, a plurality of gripper 
jaws movable with said WiperS and arranged to 
cooperate therewith to tension the upper over its 
last and to draw its marginal portion inwardly 
over the insole, and a plurality of devices oper 
ative in response to in ovement of the Wipers 
heightwise of the shoe for moving the respective 
gripper jaws heightwise of the shoe relatively to 
the Wipers and then laterally of the shoe to clamp 
the opposite side portions of the margin of the 
upper against the wipers, each of Said devices 
including a member independently adjustable to 
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14 
limit movement of the gripper jaw heightwise of 
the shoe. 

60. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of wipers at opposite 
sides of a shoe movable inwardly over the botton 
of the shoe for laying the margin of the upper 
along the forepart and shank portions of the 
shoe over the insole, said wipers being mounted 
also for positioning movements heightwise of 
the shoe, gripper jaws movable relatively to said 
wipers during their movements heightwise of the 
shoe for clamping the margin of the upper along 
the opposite sides of the shank portion of the 
shoe against the wipers, said gripper jaws being 
movable thereafter with the wipers to tension 
the upper over its last and to conform it tightly 
to the curvatures of the shank portion of the last, 
and mechanism for operating the gripper jaws to 
release the upper at a predetermined time in the 
inward movements of the WiperS. 

61. In a lasting machine, the combination with 
shoe-positioning means, of WiperS arranged to 
extend lengthwise of a shoe between its toe and 
heel-end portions and shaped to conform to the 
desired contour of the bottom of the shoe, mech 
anism for effecting relative movement of the 
wipers and the shoe heightWise of the shoe and 
for also moving them inwardly over the shoe 
botton, gaging devices arranged by engagement 
with said wipers to determine their positions 
heightWise of the shoe, means for releasing the 
Wipers from the gaging devices at a predeter 
mined time in the inward movements of the 
Wipers, gripper jaws movable With said Wipers, 
and automatic means for imparting to said grip 
per jaws movements relatively to the wipei's to 
clamp the opposite side portions of the margin 
of the upper against the wipers before the Wiper's 
begin their inward movements and to release 
the upper only after the wipers have been re 
leased from Said gaging devices. 

62. In a machine for shaping uppers over lastS, 
the combination with shoe-supporting means, of 
a wiper, a support for said wiper movable toward 
and from the shoe, connections between said 
Wiper and its Support for moving the Wiper rela 
tively to the shoe to lay the margin of the upper 
inWardly over the shoe bottom in response to 
relative movement of the Wiper and its Support, 
and a member arranged to act on the wiper to 
limit its movement toward the shoe and thereby 
to determine the time in the movement of the 
Support toward the shoe when the wiper begins 
its inward movement. 

63. In a machine for shaping uppers over lasts, 
the combination with shoe-positioning means, of 
a Wiper, a support for said Wiper movable to 
Ward and from the shoe, connections between 
said wiper and its support for moving the wiper 
inwardly over the shoe bottom in response to 
relative movement of the wiper and its support, 
and a member arranged by engagement with Said 
Wiper to limit its movement toward the shoe and 
thereby to determine the time in the novernent 
of the support toward the shoe when the wiper 
begins its inward movement, said member being 
adjustable heightWise of the shoe to determine 
the distance between the wiper and the bottom 
of the shoe. 

64. In a machine for shaping uppers over lasts, 
the combination. With shoe-positioning means, 
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of a wiper, a support for said Wiper movable 
toward and from the shoe, connections between 
said wiper and its Support for moving the Wiper 
inwardly over the shoe bottom in response to 
relative movement of the Wiper and its Support 
including Springs arranged to be tensioned by 
said relative movement, a stop arranged by en 
gagement With the Wiper to limit its movement 
toward the shoe and thereby to cause said con 
nections to impart to the wiper its inward move 
ment, and means movable With the Support for 
Imoving the stop out of engagement with the 
wiper at a predetermined time in its inward 
movement to permit the springs to force the 
wiper toward the shoe to press the margin of 
the upper against the in Sole, Said Connections 
being arranged thereafter to impart to the Wiper 
a further movement inwardly Over the Shoe bot 
tom in wiping engagement with the upper in 
response to continued movement of the Support 
toward the shoe. 

65. In a lasting machine, WiperS, a Support 
for moving said Wipers heightwise of a shoe to 
preSS the margin of an upper upon an insole 
including members arranged to Support the shoe 
finitially bottom downward with its botton face 
above said wipers, said members being yieldable 
to permit the Wipers to engage the botton of 
the shoe, connections between said wiper Sup 
port and the wipers for moving them inwardly 
over the shoe botton, Spring means for yield 
iingly opposing the in Ward movements of the 
Wipers and for thereafter moving then outward 
ly, and means for holding the Wiper's against out 
Ward return movement until after the shoe-Sup 
porting members have moved the shoe above the 
WiperS. 

66. In a lasting machine, Wipers, a support for 
moving said wipers heightwise of a shoe to press 
the margin of the upper upon an in Sole includ 
ing members arranged to Support the shoe initial 
ly bottom downward with its botton face above 
said wipers, said members being yieldable to 
permit the Wipers to press on the botton of thc 
shoe, Spring means for yieldingly opposing the 
inward movements of the Wipers and for there 
after moving them outwardly, mechanism for 
preventing the outward return movement of th9 
wipers, and means to cause Said mechanism to 
release the Wipers after the shoe has been moved 
above the Wipers by Said shoe-Supporting mem 
berS. 

67. In a lasting machine, Wipers, a support for 
moving said Wipers heightWise of a shoe to press 
the margin of an upper upon an in Sole including 
members arranged to support the shoe initially 
bottom downward with its bottom face above 
said Wipers, Said members being yieldable to per 
nit the Wipers to engage the bottom of the shoe, 
connections between said wiper support and the 
WiperS for moving them in Wardly over the shoe 
bottom in response to pressure of the shoe against 
the WiperS, Spring means for yieldingly opposing 
the inward movements of the wipers and for 
thereafter moving them Cut Wardly, latch mech 
anism for preventing outward return movement 
of the wipers, and means to cause the latch mech 
anism to release the wipers after the shoe has 
been moved above the wipers by said Supporting 
memberS. 
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